
INFINITE TANKS
Basic How-To

Ammo selection

                                   Indirect fire (mortar) mode



The lock-on target system

(Note the predicted damages on the right next to 
the reticle, here 201)

The garage - build your tank with cards representing parts



How do the damages system work ?

here is an example of case 1, the one implemented in 
game:
TankA shoots a projectileA(100 damage and 30 mm 
penetration). 
The angle of approach on the enemy armor is 90 degrees 
= maximum penetration(for easier calculations).
the enemy armor is: front is 35 mm; side is 20 mm; back 
is 10 mm.
if projectile hits: 
front->damage done=0; 
side->dmg=100;
back->dmg=100.

The calculations here are BINARY. It does reflect real life. 
But then again there are no damage hitpoints in real life :)

This ignores splash damage. 
Splash Damage will go in regardless of armor. A projectile 
can have both splash and penetration damage(like the 
orange HE projectile) or only splash damage(like rockets) 

or only penetration(the pierce and ap rounds)

Different views of the optronic aiming system

Grey: won't damage             Orange: splash damages      Red: will pierce, 
                                                           No penetration                 and splash depending on the ammo



A word about detection & stealth

Each tank has 2 parameters: stealth and detection. 
The red eye indicates a fresh detection.
The yellow eye indicates you are starting to go into stealth(no one is actively detecting you).

These parameters vary according to your tank type/cards mounted.

Examples of stealth/detection params:

Scout  1.75(stealth)  2(detection)

Light  1.35 1.5
Medium  1 1 
Heavy  0.65 0.5
DestroyerLight  1.45 1.55
Destroyer Medium  1.1 1.15
Destroyer Heavy 0.75 0.9

Radar card will give you 
20% more on detection(as 
an example for a card)

The higher the stealth param, the harder you are to find.
The higher the detection param the better you detect(doh :D).

The initial state of a tank is undetected. Here is a list of how a tank can go in the detected state:

1. Most important way is direct sighting of the tank. Each gun has a cone in front of it, if that cone 
intersects an enemy tank that enemy tank will be DETECTED. the size of the cone is dependent 
on your detection parameter.

2. Second detection method is by proximity. Basically you have a detection circle around you(circle 
D). your enemy has a stealth circle around him(circle S). When (circle D * detection param) 
intersects (circle S *enemy stealth param) you will DETECT the enemy. 



Now take into consideration that circle D is smaller when your speed is high and circle S is bigger 
when enemy speed is higher.

3. When someone on your team DETECTS an enemy everyone on that team will see it.

4. If your speed is 0 you will go from DETECTED to STEALTH state faster. 
5. if someone is constantly detecting you(proximity or cone) you will never go into STEALTH.


